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A B S T R A C T

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is a widely available, inexpensive means of providing a wealth of information
about an organism's diversity and evolution. However, WGS for many pathogenic bacteria remain limited be-
cause they are difficult, slow and/or dangerous to culture. To avoid culturing, metagenomic sequencing can be
performed directly on samples, but the sequencing effort required to characterize low frequency organisms can
be expensive. Recently developed methods for selective whole genome amplification (SWGA) can enrich target
DNA to provide efficient sequencing. We amplified Coxiella burnetii (a bacterial select agent and human/livestock
pathogen) from 3 three environmental samples that were overwhelmed with host DNA. The 68- to 147-fold
enrichment of the bacterial sequences provided enough genome coverage for SNP analyses and phylogenetic
placement. SWGA is a valuable tool for the study of difficult-to-culture organisms and has the potential to
facilitate high-throughput population characterizations as well as targeted epidemiological or forensic in-
vestigations.

1. Background

Coxiella burnetii causes Q fever in humans and is typically char-
acterized by ~10 days of self-resolving fever and general malaise, but
can also lead to chronic infections, pneumonia, hepatitis, endocarditis,
and in some cases, death [1]. C. burnetii is globally distributed and shed
into the environment via urine, feces, and parturition tissues/fluids of
mammals. It is listed as a Category B Select Agent by the CDC due to its
high infectivity, ease of aerosolization, and environmental stability.
Recent genotyping surveys of cow and goat milk in the USA suggests
that it is also ubiquitous in dairy livestock with few barriers to rapid,
frequent, and large-scale dissemination [2–4]. Despite these

characteristics, human disease and outbreaks are rare [5], possibly due
to host-adapted genotypes circulating in the ruminant populations [2].
However, a recent outbreak of Q fever in the Netherlands with over
2000 human cases was probably due to spill-over from the large
number of industrial-scale dairy goat farms [6]. This outbreak resulted
in culling> 50,000 goats [7], although it is unknown whether these
drastic measures were necessary for the abatement because we know
very little about the maintenance and spread of C. burnetii. Our previous
work has focused on using genomic and sub-genomic genotyping in a
phylogenetic context to better understand persistence, transmission,
and dissemination at the herd, regional, and global level [2–4,8–13]. To
this end, we need a much larger collection of C. burnetii whole genomes.
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Although discovered in the early 1930s, we know very little about
the population dynamics and genotype-specific host-pathogen interac-
tions of C. burnetii. There are currently 62 genomes of C. burnetii pub-
licly available on NCBI (only 11 of which are complete) – not enough to
perform high-resolution phylogenetic analyses needed to understand
fine-scale patterns of spread, maintenance, and evolution of this pa-
thogen. The lack of C. burnetii whole genome sequences is largely due to
several major challenges: it is highly infectious, requiring only one to
ten cells to produce an infection in humans [14] and therefore requires
highly trained individuals and specialized facilities for its study. Sec-
ondly, C. burnetii is an obligate intracellular pathogen and is thus very
difficult and slow to culture. Even in the age of high throughput se-
quencing, obtaining a complete genome of C. burnetii without a cul-
turing step still poses significant problems. C. burnetti-positive samples
often contain overwhelming amounts of the host's DNA. Thus, meta-
genomic sequencing, while technically possible, is very resource-in-
efficient and often not feasible for most research applications. A way to
either enrich the C. burnetii DNA or reduce host DNA is needed for this
and many other species.

Selective whole genome amplification (SWGA) was originally de-
veloped and tested on Borrelia burgdorferi and the parasite Wolbachia
pipientis in simple synthetic mixtures containing Escherichia coli and
Drosophila melanogaster, respectively [15]. In simple, natural mixtures,
SWGA has also been used to successfully amplify Plasmodium spp. and
Mycobacterium tuberculosis from human blood [16–19]. This method
presents an intriguing opportunity to bypass culturing steps and obtain
quality whole genome sequence data directly from a clinical or en-
vironmental sample. SWGA was specifically designed to amplify a
target in a background of another organism(s) – for example the host
[15]. This process is dependent on identifying certain sequences, or
motifs, that are more common in the target species than other genomes.
These motifs serve as primer binding sites and allow the target genome
to be preferentially amplified.

Here we apply this method to C. burnetii to demonstrate both the
utility and challenges of SWGA for population genetics analyses of a
bacterial pathogen derived from typical samples that are likely to be
dominated by mammalian host DNA as well as a complex community of
microbes. For our study, samples of unpasteurized milk and goat
anterior vaginal swabs were analyzed for the presence of C. burnetii. The
SWGA software [15] was used to design primers that would selectively
amplify C. burnetii in a background of cow or goat. These selective
primers were then used in an isothermal multiple displacement am-
plification. Under some conditions, our results show a 68- to 147-fold
enrichment of C. burnetii in a goat background, and robust sequence
reads, resulting in confident phylogenetic placement of these strains.

2. Methods

2.1. DNA sources and extraction protocols

Known C. burnetii positive samples from three goat anterior vaginal
swabs and five commercial cow milk samples were used to test the
utility of SWGA for C. burnetti amplification. The anterior vaginal swabs
were obtained as part of another study [20] from goats in Canada that
had recently given birth (Laurentian University IACUC approval: cer-
tificate number 2014-01-02). Raw cow milk was obtained from small
local farms throughout Arizona. Here, sourcing was particularly im-
portant as most commercially bought milk contains a mixture of milk
from many individual cows, potentially resulting in multiple C. burnetti
strains and generally diluting a positive signal. DNA from anterior va-
ginal swabs was extracted in Canada using the DNA purification from
buccal swabs (spin protocol) from the QIAamp DNA mini and Blood
mini handbook. These DNAs were shipped to Arizona and were not
autoclaved upon arrival in the lab. The raw unpasteurized milk samples
were brought into the BSL2 lab and immediately autoclaved for 30min
at 121.1 °C to destroy any live bacteria. DNA was extracted from the

milk with the Qiagen DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Kit after pelleting 1ml of
the milk and physical removal of the creamy top layer. The following
modifications were made to the kit protocol (July 2006): 1) extractions
were incubated overnight with shaking at 56 °C and 2) after the addi-
tion of buffer AE but before the final spin, a 5-min incubation at 70 °C
was added. All genomic DNA extractions were verified to contain C.
burnetii DNA using a qPCR detection assay [11,21,22].

2.2. SWGA primer panel design

Selective whole genome amplification (SWGA) [15] uses Φ29
polymerase for long range multiple displacement amplification. The
amplification process is reliant on designing a set of primers that pre-
ferentially amplify the target genome in the presence of a typically
much larger background genome (e.g. host), while ideally avoiding
priming within the exclusion genomic sequences (e.g. circular plasmids
that may overtake amplification).

For our study, we used the Dugway 5 J108–111 strain as our target
reference genome (GenBank: CP000733.1). This strain has the largest
known Coxiella genome and has had the fewest deletions compared to
other genomes [12]. This genome represents 88% of the C. burnetii pan-
genome, thus, regions in other genomes are likely to also be found in
the Dugway genome. This characteristic may be important as it reduces
the likelihood of failing to amplify parts of some genomes due to the
presence of unknown genomic regions. The goat (Capra hircus scaffolds
NW_005100758 - NW_005101023) and cow (Bos taurus scaffolds from
the Bos_taurus_UMD_3.1.1 assembly) were used as the background
genomes. Finally, the goat and cow mitochondria sequences were used
as exclusion genomes to make sure the primers would not amplify any
part of the mitochondrial genome as this would dominate the SWGA
reaction. This is known to happen if there is low-level nonspecific
priming because the small size and circular shape of the mitochondrial
genome would result in a “rolling-circle” amplification by the Φ29
polymerase [15].

These genomes were used with the SWGA pipeline [15] to identify
the primer sequences that are present in high frequency (< 7Kbp apart)
in the target genome, low frequency (> 80K bp apart) in the background
genomes, and absent in goat and cow mitochondria genomes. SWGA
uses multiple displacement amplification and a Φ29 DNA polymerase.
Φ29 works best at 30 °C so the primers were designed to have a melting
temperature at or< 30 °C. Our primers had a melting temperature
range of 19.7 °C to 25.6 °C. Our background genome, the goat, is much
larger than E. coli or Drosophila melanogaster genomes used in the ori-
ginal study. Our primer output thus consisted of 40 primers (Supple-
mental Table 1). We predicted that 37 of the 40 primers contribute
additional unique sequence amplification (Supplemental Fig. 1). Pri-
mers were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies and included
phosphorothioate bonds between the third to last and second to last as
well as between the penultimate and last nucleotides (indicated with a *
in Supplemental Table 1). This modification prevents degradation by
the Φ29's exonuclease activity.

2.3. SWGA wet-lab protocol

Forty nanograms in a volume of 2 μl of each extracted DNA sample
was first brought to 35 °C for 5min. Added to this DNA was 30 units of
Φ29 DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), reaction buffer and BSA
to 1×, and 1mM of dNTPs. 0.25 μl of each primer from a 100 μM stock
was added to each reaction for a final primer concentration of 0.5 μM.
The total volume for the reaction was 50 μl. Amplification was carried
out in a stepwise fashion starting at 35 °C for 5min, 34 °C for 10min,
33 °C for 15min, 32 °C for 20min, 31 °C for 30min, 30 °C for 16 h, and
65 °C for 15min.

Amplified samples were purified using the QIAquick PCR purifica-
tion kit using the manufacturer's recommendations. To prepare for
whole genome sequencing, both pre and post SWGA samples were
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prepped into DNA libraries following standard methods [23]. The se-
quences were obtained using an Illumina MiSeq instrument. To de-
termine sequencing coverage, resulting reads were aligned to the
Dugway 5 J108–111 strain using Bowtie 2 sequence aligner [24].

2.4. Sequence quality assessment and placement on tree

SNPs were discovered by running the NASP pipeline [25] on 62
publicly available C. burnetii sequences. Genomes were aligned against
C. burnetii RSA493 (GCA_000007765) with NUCmer [26] and SNPs
were identified with NASP. Any SNP that fell within a duplicated re-
gion, based on a NUCmer reference self-alignment, was filterd from
downstream analyses. Using WG-FAST [27], the sequencing reads from
our samples were aligned to the reference genome (C. burnetii RSA493)
that was annotated with the SNPs discovered among the 62 public
genomes. This allowed us to determine the SNP alleles in our samples
and place them onto a phylogenetic tree using WG-FAST [27] and the
evolutionary placement algorithm incorporated into RAxML [28]. The
samples were also genotyped using a previously published Taqman SNP
assay (Cox51bp67) which determines if a sample is in the ST8 clade
[29], thus providing an approximate location on the phylogenetic tree.

3. Results

3.1. Selective whole genome amplification

Using the SWGA process, we were able to selectively amplify C.
burnetii from three goat anterior vaginal swabs (Table 1). 32 of the 40
primers showed an increase in coverage in over 50% of predicted
touchdown locations in the C. burnettii genome, suggesting lower per-
formance of only 8 primers (Supplemental Fig. 2). For the most suc-
cessful sample, Cb0628, the results showed a 127-fold increase in C.
burnetii DNA (Fig. 1). Prior to amplification, 81% of the reads were from
the goat host while only 0.6% were from C. burnetii. After selective
amplification, 74% of reads were aligned to the C. burnetii Dugway
5 J108–111 genome and only 7.2% were from the goat (Table 1). With
SWGA, approximately 92% coverage of the targeted genome was
achieved. Two other cervical samples, Cb0635 and Cb0648, showed
lower final quantities compared to sample Cb0628, likely due to the
very low starting amounts of C. burnetii in the original samples. For
sample Cb0635, there was a 147-fold increase in C. burnetii DNA after
selective amplification. Goat reads went from 54% to 19% of the re-
sulting sequencing reads. Sample Cb0648 had a 68-fold increase in C.
burnetii reads and the percent of goat reads dropped from 73% to 27%.
For Cb0635, there was 20% coverage of the genome after SWGA and
24% for Cb0648 (Table 1). Sequences are available at NCBI under
BioProject accession PRJNA498329.

None of the five DNA extractions from raw milk successfully am-
plified using the SWGA method. We suspected that autoclaving the raw
milk compromised the DNA quality. To test this, equivalent amounts of
C. burnetii DNA were spiked into two separate aliquots of autoclaved
raw milk that did not previously contain C. burnetii DNA (real-time PCR

negative). One aliquot was autoclaved again after the addition of C.
burnetii DNA and the other was not. DNA was extracted from both milk
treatments and subjected to SWGA and sequencing. Autoclaving the
milk reduced the number of reads (post SWGA) attributed to C. burnetii
by ~75%.

3.2. Assessment of sequence quality and phylogenetic placement

NASP identified 12,068 SNPs across the 62 publicly available whole
genome sequences of C. burnetii (Supplemental Table 2) and these SNPs
were used to build a maximum likelihood tree (Fig. 2). WG-FAST placed
samples Cb0628pre, Cb0628post, Cb0635post, and Cb0648post onto
the tree (Fig. 2, in red) with insertion likelihood values of 100%, 100%,

Table 1
Sequencing coverage results of C. burnetii goat anterior vaginal swab samples. The three sequenced samples include both pre and post SWGA preparations. Percent
coverage is based on alignment to the C. burnetii MSU Goat genome.

Sample Total MiSeq
reads

Reads aligned to goat
genome

Percent goat
reads

Reads aligned to C.
burnetii genome

Percent C. burnetii
reads

Fold bacteria
enrichment

Coverage (%) of C.
burnetii genome

Cb0628pre 1,347,834 1,095,984 81 7919 0.6 N/A 13
Cb0628post 1,623,630 117,375 7.2 1,196,048 74 127 99
Cb0635pre 1,522,938 8,242,150 54 61 0 N/A N/A
Cb0635post 884,630 64,367 19 5307 0.6 147 20
Cb0648pre 1,638,174 1,200,185 73 189 0 N/A N/A
Cb0648post 824,530 226,014 27 6425 0.8 68 24

Reference Dugway 5J108-111 size= 2,158,758 bp.

Fig. 1. Coverage plot of sample Cb0628. The outermost track is the pre-SWGA
coverage (mean= 0.69; max= 4; min= 0) followed (inward) by the post-
SWGA coverage (mean= 152.93; max=5696; min= 21) — the average read
depth in 1 kb windows is shown with values ranging from 0 (yellow) to 5696
(dark blue). The read depth is based on reads aligned using BWA-MEM v. 0.7.8
with the Coxiella burnetti MSU Goat chromosome sequence (NZ_CP018150.1) as
a reference. The next track indicates the touchdown locations for all of the
primers (forward primers on outer track and reverse primers on inner track);
the primer locations were predicted based on the same sequence used as the
alignment reference. The remaining tracks indicate the predicted touchdown
locations of each individual primer starting with primer #1 in the center
moving out to primer #40. The arrows indicate the amplification direction and
are extended 10 kb to indicate elongation potential. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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31%, and 99% respectively. The location on the tree of the SWGA
samples are consistent with the genotyping assay results that placed
Cb0628, Cb0635 and Cb0648 in the ST8 group. The phylogenetic
grouping of Cb0648 post-SWGA and Cb0628 pre-SWGA samples away
from the other two samples is likely due to the large number of missing
SNP calls (see Discussion for additional details).

For Cb0628 (pre-SWGA), WG-FAST was able to make calls for 1588
of the 12,068 discovered SNPs and 188 of them had alleles that differed
from the reference (RSA 493) genome. After amplification (post-
SWGA), there were 12,049 positions called and 1749 were different
from the reference. After SWGA, samples Cb0635 and Cb0648 had 1073
and 1438 callable positions with 135 and 216 positions that differed
from the reference, respectively. The coverage and proportion filters for
the WG-FAST analysis were set to default values of 3× and 0.9, re-
spectively.

The SWGA process showed high fidelity with close to all the SNP
alleles matching those called in a phylogenetically similar strain, MSU
Goat. For sample Cb0628, which had enough sequence data to be
analyzed pre and post amplification, almost all of the positions that
were called in both genomes had identical alleles (1580 out of 1587).
The seven mismatched alleles (positions 142,993, 283,472, 325,792,
743,560, 1,255,635, 1,490,484, 1,793,693) appear to be bad allele calls
due to lack of coverage in the pre-amplification sample (average cov-
erage of 2.85× vs 155× for pre- and post- amplification, respectively).

Discovery of novel SNPs can also be important for phylogenetic

analyses but may also indicate sequencing or SWGA errors. We added
the SWGA genomes to the previously described NASP run, using cov-
erage and proportion filters of 3× and 0.9, respectively. The low cov-
erage threshold was designed to increase the likelihood of finding false
positive SNPs. Only 3 novel SNPs were discovered among SWGA gen-
omes (all in Cb0635). These SNPs were in regions with 6× coverage
with all reads supporting each call. While SNP calls that match alleles in
other genomes can be assumed to represent true alleles, novel SNPs are
more difficult to validate with sequencing data alone. We did not design
and run assays to independently confirm the validity of these SNPs. For
C. burnetii, most SNPs are found between, rather than within clades.
Therefore it is not surprising that few SNPs were discovered among the
SWGA genomes. The few novel SNPs, the pre/post amplification com-
parison of SNP alleles, and the adherence to the expected phylogenetic
placement of all SWGA samples, provide strong evidence that that er-
rors are not being made during the multiple displacement amplifica-
tion.

4. Discussion

Whole genome sequencing produces unparalleled data for popula-
tion, epidemiological, and forensic investigations of bacterial patho-
gens. However, the need for minimum sequenceable quantities of DNA
and difficulties in dealing with pathogen-host mixtures present a mas-
sive impediment to these types of studies and has thus prompted

Fig. 2. Phylogeny of C. burnetii including SWGA samples sequenced in this study. Phylogenetic tree generated using 12,068 SNPs (consistency index=0.9814,
excluding parsimony uninformative SNPs). Tree is rooted according to Pearson et al. [12]. Samples Cb0628, Cb0635, and Cb0648 are located in the ST8 genetic
group, consistent with the Cox51bp67 Taqman assay.
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multiple proposed solutions [30,31]. We have successfully used selec-
tive whole genome amplification to demonstrate the potential for ob-
taining whole genome sequences from a microbial pathogen in live-
stock samples containing a mixture of DNA from eukaryotic and
multiple bacterial sources. The size and complexity of the SWGA primer
panels is highly dependent on the size and relative k-mer composition
of the foreground and background genomes. While larger than pre-
viously reported panels, our 40-primer SWGA panel appeared to suc-
cessfully and preferentially amplify the foreground genome of C. bur-
netii, with only minimal overlap between primers. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between the number of touchdown locations and
coverage level was only ~0.2 (Supplemental Fig. 3), suggesting that
primer saturation has not yet been reached and that additional primers
may have further improved amplification performance. Resulting
whole genome sequences were of sufficient quality for fine-scale phy-
logenetic analyses. The SWGA process is relatively simple, inexpensive,
and can be run in a comparatively high-throughput manner. Sequen-
cing a single SWGA sample requires only a fraction of a sequencing run.
It would be possible to obtain the level of information obtained in this
study with sample Cb0628 by pooling 15 SWGA samples on a single
MiSeq run.

4.1. SWGA preserves and enables fine-scale phylogenetic analyses

All three successfully amplified goat cervical samples were placed
onto a phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2) in clades that were consistent with our
genotyping assay. The pre-SWGA sample for Cb0628 had enough se-
quencing reads to be placed onto the tree as well and provided a re-
ference for the accuracy of sequencing after SWGA. The sequencing of
Cb0635 and Cb0648 samples without SWGA did not yield sufficient C.
burnetii reads and thus could not be placed on the tree. All three samples
are located close together on the C. burnetii tree and near to other goat-
derived samples in the ST8 clade. Most of the phylogenetic separation
of the pre-SWGA Cb0628 and Cb0648 samples from the other SWGA
samples is an algorithmic artefact of the large number of missing data.
The closely related taxa, MSU Goat and Q154, are from Montana and
Oregon, respectively. GP-WA1 and HHV-WA2 are both from Wa-
shington State. The samples used in this study were collected from the
southern portion of Ontario, Canada. The proximity of these samples on
the phylogenetic tree suggest little genetic variability and is consistent
with a model of rapid and continuous dispersal of genotypes [4]. Host
type seems to be correlated with genotype [2]. For example, goats
usually harbor the ST8 strains. The availability of more genomes from
the SWGA process may reveal additional differences and finer scale
patterns of dispersal among these ST8 genotypes.

The SNPs identified from the SWGA samples (Supplemental Table 2)
were used for phylogenetic placement and for further assessment of
sequencing accuracy and utility. A total of 12,068 SNPs were identified
within our dataset of 62 Coxiella burnetii genomes. Prior to selective
amplification, only 1588 were called in sample Cb0628. After SWGA,
12,049 were called. This is over 7 times more SNP information than
would be available without the SWGA process. Importantly, the SNPs
called for Cb0628 (pre-SWGA) closely matched the SNPs in Cb0628
post SWGA. This suggests that few, if any, mistakes are being in-
troduced during the selective whole genome amplification. Samples
Cb0635 and Cb0648 had fewer called SNPs as they did not amplify to
the level of Cb0628, however there was still enough information to
place these isolates in the expected position on a phylogenetic tree. As
more closely related genomes are sequenced, we will be able to ascer-
tain the accuracy of the SWGA sample-specific SNPs. Importantly, only
35 SNPs from Cb0628 showed an allele that was different from MSU
Goat, a closely related genome, and probably represents divergent
evolution rather than sequencing or SWGA errors. SNPs are not ex-
pected to cause phylogenetic conflict (homoplasy) for clonal organisms
such as C. burnetii [8,12] and the near total sharing of allele states
suggests a high degree of allele calling accuracy and the potential for

fine-scale phylogenetic accuracy.
As the aim of this work is to determine the effectiveness of SWGA

for SNP allele calling accuracy, we focused mainly on SNPs that could
be verified (discovered in one or more publicly available genomes). We
therefore excluded novel SNPs among the SWGA samples for phyloge-
netic analyses, however, our data suggest that the SWGA process is not
introducing SNP errors. As such, novel, autapomorphic, SNPs among
SWGA genomes can be included in phylogenetic analyses if they meet
certain criteria. In our experience using NASP for SNP discovery, our
typical requirement that a SNP allele is found in>90% of reads with a
minimum of 10× coverage results in few false positives. SWGA se-
quences with sufficient coverage should therefore be able to be utilized
for novel SNP discovery like any other genome.

4.2. Challenges and limitations

The SWGA process holds great potential for fine-scale analysis of a
target from environmental samples, however challenges persist and
more work is needed to identify and overcome limitations. We were not
able to selectively amplify C. burnetii DNA from milk, despite identi-
fying and optimizing extraction methods designed to maximize DNA
quantity. This is due, at least in part, to exposure to very high tem-
peratures during autoclaving and we suspect that pasteurization may
cause similar problems. The SWGA process is reliant on very long
fragments of DNA that may be highly fractured upon exposure to high
temperatures. Sundararaman et al. (2016) were not able to successfully
amplify Plasmodium spp. from whole blood samples that had been
frozen without preservation, suggesting that exposure to a range of
harsh environmental conditions may impact the success of SWGA. The
process of multiple displacement amplification requires extension of the
amplicon beyond the point at which an adjacent primer is encountered.
If the DNA is degraded, and only short pieces are available, the primers
will extend but not displace another growing strand. Without dis-
placement, the amplification will not have the “branching” effect that
allows large genomes to be amplified in an exponential fashion. In
order to successfully work with degraded samples, perhaps designing
more primers that are spaced closer together may provide a potential
solution, although additional primers increase the cost of these reac-
tions.

It is also possible that the purification kit used for sequence pre-
paration may be losing larger PCR products. The QIAquick PCR pur-
ification kit used in our study is recommended for PCR products be-
tween 100 and 10,000 bp, however the multiple displacement
amplification is known to produce fragments as large as 70,000 bp [18].
Loss of some larger products with this purification method may be
contributing to the failure of some samples. The QIAquick kit was not
used on samples Cb0635 and Cb0648 which were successfully ampli-
fied and sequenced. Further investigations into appropriate purification
kits are warranted.

Increasing the DNA concentration for the reaction, performing a
second selective amplification with a different set of primers and
combining independent amplifications appear to improve results [18].
Further work into understanding why some samples can be amplified
successfully while others cannot will provide the foundation for in-
creasing the robustness of this procedure and will allow predictions of
which sample types will be most successful.

5. Conclusions

We were able to selectively amplify an important pathogen that is
typically found as a minor component in highly complex communities.
Our results also enable us to better understand the limitations and
possibilities for this method. The promise of obtaining whole genomes
directly from samples while bypassing culturing methods opens im-
portant avenues of research across taxonomic groups.
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